BETROTHMENT.	79'
As the formality of contracting marriage by money
had in the Rabbinical Law merely a symbolical charac-
ter, a coin of the least value, and even any other object
representing such a value, could be used to perform this
formality.
The formula, "Be thou consecrated (wedded) to me,"
could also be replaced by other words expressing the
same idea, as : " Be thou my betrothed/' " Be my wife,"
"Be mine," etc. The first-mentioned formula was gen-
erally used, and was later increased by the additional
words : "According to the Law of Moses and Israel." (l)
The betrothal by Stitar consisted in giving to the
bride a written instrument containing the formula
before mentioned, instead of a piece of money or its
value, the same formalities being observed. This mode
of betrothal seems, however, to have been resorted to
only under extraordinary circumstances, as the former
mode prevailed. (2)
During the Middle Ages it became customary for the
act of betrothal by Kasepli to be performed by means
of a plain ring, instead of a piece of money, (3) and
 (1)	See R. M. isserles' gloss to Eben Ha-Ezer XXVII. 1.    The
addition, b*W*1 nttftt MID, is already mentioned in Thosifta Kethu-
both IV. as having been used  in  the written  marriage  contracts
(Kethuboth] at the time of Hillel, but it was not before the twelfth
century that these words were generally added to the formula of
betrothal.    Compare frankel's  Grundlinien, p. XXV., note 4, and
Ben Chananja III., p. 219.
 (2)	Maim. Ishuth III. 21.
 (3)	Mention of the wedding ring is made neither in the Talmud nor
in the earlier rabbinical writings, which proves its later origin.   The
French and German rabbis of the thirteenth and the sixteenth centu-
ries mention it as an established custom.   See Tosaphoth Kidd. p. 9cr,
and gloss to Eben Ha-Ezer XXVII.—In the Christian Church the
wedding ring was used much earlier, as it is already mentioned by the
Fathers of the Church.    Thus, isidor mispalen (De offic. ecclesiast.

